Abstract: Experimental data for a series of central and simple molecules in biosystems show that some amino acids and a simple sugar molecule have a chiral discrimination in favor of homochirality. Models for segregation of racemic mixtures of chiral amphiphiles and lipophiles in aqueous solutions show that the amphiphiles with an active isomerization kinetics can perform a spontaneous break of symmetry during the segregation and self-assembly to homochiral matter. Based on this observation it is argued that biomolecules with a sufficiently strong chiral discrimination could be the origin of homochirality in biological systems.
Introduction
The homochirality of amino acids and sugar molecules in biosystems is a necessity for life, and the preservation of homochirality over long periods of time in a prebiotic fluid environment is the problem. It is the problem because it is not sufficient to obtain homochirality. Due to the active isomerization kinetics in fluid systems [1, 2] , which in general drives a chiral system toward a racemic composition, it is of utmost importance to determine the condition and mechanism for preservation of homochirality in prebiotic systems. From a thermodynamical and physico-chemical point of view biosystems consist of big molecules of homochiral units and in a soft condensed state in an aqueous solution. If the origin of life is not based on an extremely rare event we therefore need an explanation of how to maintain homochirality in such a prebiotic state for millions of years. If the creation of "simple" biosystems is obtained by a steady state synthesis, the prebiotic fluid state must necessarily have been rather constant over very long times in order to build up the very unique and complicated templates for life, where RNA is probable the original template. Even in a deterministically driven self-organisation such template-molecule is not established "overnight". This is why a mechanism ensuring the preservation of homochirality for a very long time is needed. A period of time which is much longer than the time in which an (diluted) aqueous solution of an amino acid will racemize [1] , i.e. in the order of thousands of years. Sugar molecules are much less stable than amino acids and racemize within hours or days depending on the physico-chemical conditions [2] ; however, both key-molecules are central in all biosystems. Almost all theories dealing with homochirality have concentrated on explaining its origin, but, irrespective of whether L-amino acids float to us from Space or are obtained by a kind of autocatalysis, it is irrelevant, as we need to ensure its stability during long periods of time within the fluid state when biosystems were synthesized probably around 4 billion years ago. Finally it shall be emphasized that it is not sufficient to explain the origin and preservation of one of the homociral species in biosystems, e.g. D-sugars. One needs to explain the preservation of D-sugars as well as L-amino acids in a prebiotic fluid state.
The strong chiral discrimination of some of the central biomolecules offers such an explanation not only for a spontaneously break of symmetry and the origin of chirality [4] , but also for the preservation of the homochiral states of D-sugar and L-amino acids.
Chiral Discrimination
The existence of chiral discrimination was discovered by Louis Pasteur in 1848 [3] . It manifests itself in the crystallization from a racemic fluid mixture of enantiomers into crystals of homochiral molecules, as demonstrated by Pasteur. As is well known, it is due to the fact that for some molecules there is an energy gain by packing homochiral molecules together instead of in pairs of enantiomers. The energy gain must, at least, be bigger than the temperature times the (ideal) mixing entropy for a mixing of equal amount of D-and L-forms, which is of the order RT ln(2) ≈ 2 kJ/mole at room temperature. A measure of the strength of the chiral discrimination, ∆ cd H , can be given as the difference in (standard) formation enthalpies of the two compositions:
From a physico-chemical point of view biosystems are in a fluid state. Because the polymerization of amino acids, as well as of sugar and RNA, are dehydrations with a release of one water molecule per covalent polymerization bond, the state of synthesis of prebiotic systems is, what in physical chemistry is refered to by (aq) for the aqueous solution. On the other hand, the concentration of the chiral molecules at prebiotic self-assembling must necessarily have been high, with only a low concentration of water molecules, for the simple reason that the isomerization kinetics in a diluted aqueous solution drives the system toward a racemic composition. Therefore a measure of the strength of the chiral discrimination should be obtained for the fluid state (l): ∆ cd H (l); however, this strength should at least be bigger than the (ideal) mixing entropy plus the chiral enthalpy loss and entropy gain caused by the presence of water molecules. In general, physico-chemical data for the strength of chiral discrimination, ∆ cd H (l) in the fluid state do not exist. Only for the simple triose glyceraldehyde (Gla) where ∆ cd H (l)= -11.7 kJ/mole [5] , which is much more than what is needed to overcome the mixing entropy. For some amino acids one can determine ∆ cd H (c) for the enthalpy difference between an enantiomer crystal and a racemic crystal. This strength is, however, weakened at melting due to less effective packing in the fluid state. A collection of available data is given in Table 1 . As can be seen from this table a few central amino acids might have the potential to maintain a homochiral liquid state, (l) or aqueous state (aq). The simple triose, glyceraldehyde (Gla) has, however, an exceptionally and sufficiently strong chiral discrimination.
The Isomerization Kinetics
The isomerization kinetics of amino acids and sugar are complex [1, 2, 6] . We shall simplify the reaction mechanism as a bimolecular reaction
between the two chiral species. The activation energy, E DL , for DL-collisions, which may convert a Dmolecule into a L-molecule or vice versa, is, in a condensed racemic fluid, less than the corresponding activation energy, E DD = E LL , thus allowing a conversion of one of the molecules in the collisions. The inequality
accounts for the chiral discrimination with a lower potential energy of pairs in homochiral domains of one of the enantiomers corresponding to the effective strength of the chiral discrimination [7] . More specifically
where | ∆ cd H(x) |, is a function of the local composition, x(r) of the molecules at the position r, and with a maximum (negative) value for a homochiral local composition. A racemic D,L-system tends to separate in homochiral domains of enantiomers if the enthalpy gain, due to the chiral discrimination, is bigger than the entropy of mixing, just as in the case of Pasteur's experiment, but now in a fluid state. Without isomerization kinetics such a racemic mixture will separate through molecular diffusion. An active isomerization kinetics enhances the separation; but what is much more significant, the kinetics also ensures a break of symmetry and results in the dominance of one of the species at late times [4] . The break of symmetry is obtained by, what could be expressed as selfstabilizing chance [8] , whereby a local spontaneous concentration of a chiral species enhances the growth of the local domain due to the isomerization kinetics, which is active in the interface, whereas the chiral discrimination inside the homochiral domain slows down the conversion accordingly to Eq. (4). The kinetics inside the homochiral domain is slowed down due to a higher activation energy caused by the gain of energy due to the strong chiral discrimination, and the chiral order is preserved. Still one needs to explain the observed break of symmetry since the kinetics seems only to enhance the separation but it does not favour one of the chiral species. The break of symmetry will appear when one of the homochiral domains percolates in the fluid. In a confined geometry of e.g. a fluid in a bottle or a prebiotic racemic mixture in a solid chamber [9] , one of the homochiral domains will dominate when, by a fluctuation, it percolates in the confined volume and encapsulates the other domains. It is a matter of chance which of the two enantiomers dominates and percolates by fluctuations in the system. The domain-catalytic behaviour is selfstabilizing, and the dominance of a percolating domain is selfstabilizing as well because its concave interface will ensure the dominance (for details see [4] ). Figure 1 shows the time evolution of chiral dominance in a fluid of particles with chiral discrimination, obtained by a realistic (molecular dynamics) computer simulation. The kinetics are implemented at time t = 0 and the strength of the chiral discrimination is given by the difference in the two activation energies, E DL and E DD = E LL . The dominance of a species is measured by the difference in molfraction, x D − x L . For E DD − E DL = RT we do not obtain a break of symmetry even after very long times, and inspection of the (local) composition shows that the mixture remains in the racemic state. This is also to be expected since the mixing entropy is Rln (2) . But for a stronger chiral discrimination one observes a break of symmetry and a dominance of one of the enantiomers at late times. The figure only shows four cases; but many repeated and independent simulations give an equal dominance of the D-and Lsystems, within the statistical uncertainties, as one shall demand for a racemic system at the start of the simulations. The dominance appears already for a strength of 2RT (b in the figure), but this strength is not sufficient to kill the isomerization kinetics within the dominating domain, and the system ends in a chiral fluid, but with a small homogeneous concentration of the loosing species. (Only for an infinite strong chiral dominance of E DD = E LL = ∞ (d in the figure) does this system end in a pure homochiral fluid.) Two other fluid systems have been investigated [10, 11] in order to determine the sensitivity of the break of symmetry of the actual fluid systems, the conclusion being, that the isomerization kinetics which destabilizes homochirality in diluted solutions might ensure homochirality at high concentrations, provided that the chiral discrimination is sufficiently strong.
A Prebiotic Environment with Homochiral Molecules
The prebiotic environment at the origin of homochirality and of life was very different from today's biological sphere and this fact excludes some possibilities as to where the self-assembly of prebiotic molecules and the synthesis of the templates for life could take place. After the Earth was created about 4.56 billion year ago there must have been an extensive release of gases like H 2 , N 2 , NH 3 , H 2 O, CO 2 and CH 4 , a release which still takes place e.g. at the "black smokers". The energy from the Sun was only 75 % of today's energy, and the Moon was quite close to the Earth. It is known that, most likely, there were oceans before the "Late heavy Bombardment" about 4 billion years ago, but this bombardment created on the Earth the Hadean Ocean, named after the Greek underworld by the American geologist Preston Cloud. And for good reason, since this ocean must have been a hell for the synthesis of prebiotic template-molecules, and for life. There are several reasons why the bio-synthesis could not have taken place in or at the surface of this ocean. If the ocean was not covered by ice, there must have been huge tide waves, and with a day of only 4 hours this would result in a stirring and thereby a dilution of the concentrations. As pointed out in the introduction, a diluted aqueous solution of prebiotic chiral molecules results in a racemic composition. Furthermore, complex synthesis in a diluted solution is not possible because all steps in the consecutive biochemical reactions would then be due to (extremely) rare events. Molecular self-assembly and chemical synthesis of complex systems must take place at high concentrations of the substrates.
With these facts in mind one notices that the "black smokers" of hydrothermal reactors in compartments [9] or in the cracks and caves beneath the smokers fulfill the conditions for an environment which can maintain homochirality, and in which self-assembly can take place. There are many experimental observations which support this hypothesis [9, 12] . The syntheses of many of the central biochemical molecules from the volatiles at the black smokers are, in general, exergonic [13, 14] at the alkaline condition. The volatiles of methane, hydrogen and carbon dioxide must have created a pool of simple biochemical molecules with Gibbs free energies favorable for a spontaneous self-assembly and synthesis of bio-systems [14, 15] . The pool of biomolecules most likely also contained the ingredients necessary for spontaneous creation of esters and ethers in the membranes [16] . Glyceraldehyde and glycolaldehyde are believed to have had a central role in the synthesis of bio-molecules [17, 18, 19] . To conclude, the confined geometry of the environment at or beneath the hydrothermal reactors fulfils the conditions for a prebiotic environment with a high concentration of the inorganic components necessary for the synthesis of simple organic molecules.
In trying to locate a molecular candidate for self-assambly to homochirality by an active kinetics, and the conditions for the break of symmetry one has several criteria to look at [20] . 1) First of all a molecule should exhibit a strong chiral discrimination in favor of homochirality.
2) It should have an active isomerization kinetics at relevant temperatures and pressures.
3) It should be present in a big amounts at the origin of life. 4) If the origin of life started by obtaining homochiral domains of stereospecific molecules, one should expect these molecules to be central for the succeeding synthesis of stereospecific bio-molecules. Therefore one should expect that the molecule(s) show(s) up in bio-systems today as "key-molecule(s)".
In Table 1 the first criterion is only met by glyceraldehyde; but there might very well be other sugar molecules as well as amino acids or other central bio-molecules with a sufficiently strong chiral discrimination in favor of homochirality.
The second criterion points in the direction of a sugar molecule. The isomerization kinetics for such molecule is order of magnitude faster than the corresponding kinetics for amino acids, whereby the proposed mechanism can be established and maintained within relatively short times (days or years).
Also the third criterion is in the favour of sugar. Formaldehyde, CH 2 O, is the simplest carbohydrate and can be synthesized from carbon dioxide. It is produced in a reducing atmosphere containing CO 2 and methane [21] ; but more importantly it is also synthesized from volcano volatiles by reduction of CO 2 with either methane, hydrogen or sulfide minerals. [23] The formose reaction is the spontaneous condensation of formaldehyde into sugar and was discovered already in 1861 [22] ; the aldol-like mechanism is described in [24] . The condensation into sugar is catalyzed not only by amino acids [25] , but also by naturally occurring aluminosilicates at hydrothermal springs and in the black smokers [26] . So the formose reaction is well known and is believed to be the source of sugars and related template molecules at the origin of life [26, 27] .
In [11] and [20] it is argued that the fourth criterion also point toward glyceraldehyde as the molecule which ensured homochirality. The arguments are that D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate has a central role in the glycolysis and that the reduced form, Glycerol is the anchor molecule in membrane molecules. But another and very striking feature of key molecules in biology is the role of phosphate and polyphosphate despite the fact that polyphosphate is not very stable in aqueous solutions. It appears not only in D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate, but also in RNA and ATP-ADP, to give some well known examples. Unfortunately, there do not exists data for the chirale discrimination of e.g. D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate, D-ribose-1-phosphate or D-ribose-5-phosphate, and it remains to be demonstrated that a concentrated racemic solution of one of these molecules spontaneously behaves homochirally.
It is, however, not sufficient to obtain and maintain homochirality for only one of the class of constituents in biosystems, e.g. for D-glyceraldehyde or a related molecule. It is also necessary to establish the dominance of L-amino acids over the same long periode of time. There is, however, two experimental works which demonstrate a stereo-specific coupling between D-sugar and L-amino acids: L-serine is observed to make complexes with D-glyceraldehyde in aqueous solutions [28] , as well as with some other L-amino acids [29] . Another example is the synthesis of tetroses from glycolaldehyde in presence of a L-dipeptide, which gives a dominance of D-tetroses [30] . If the origin and preservation of homochirality is obtained by the mechanism described in Section 3 one can understand why biosystems constitutes of D-sugar and L-amino acids and not their mirror molecules. In principle an isomerization kinetics in a racemic mixture of molecules with strong chiral discrimination will not favor one of the two chiral conformations. But with the presence of a small excess concentration of e.g. L-serine these amino molecules will perform complexes with D-glyceraldehyde molecules and act as seeds for creation of domains of D-glyceraldehyde and lead to a dominance of the D-conformation. On the other hand a dominance of the D-glyceraldehyde will enforce a dominance of L-serine.
Finally it shall be emphasized that the establishment of homochirality in a prebiotic fluid of simple chiral molecules do not resolve the fundamental problem about the origin of life and the synthesis of the template molecules for life such as RNA. For recent article about the synthesis of RNA see [31, 32] .
Concluding Remarks
The molecular evolution takes place as a non-equilibrium "self-assembling" toward higher degree of complexity. From a thermodynamical point of view this non-equilibrium self-assembling and biosynthesis is governed by the law of thermodynamics and given by the competition between entropy and energy. It is natural to assume that also the origin of chirality and the origin of life is governed by the same two driving forces. J. Monod has discussed the effect of entropy in his book "Le hasard et la nécessité" [33] where the "hasard"-or chance of mutations is related to the entropy. According to the prologue in the book the title is due to Demokritos who claimed that " all what exist in the universe is the fruit of the chance and the necessity". A thermodynamicist will, however, formulate it as "all states of matter in the universe are obtained by decreasing the free energy either by decreasing the energy (enthalpy) or increasing the entropy".
The law of evolution was formulated by C. Darwin as a selection by "survival of the fittest". The success of a mutation and a new species depends accordingly to Darwin on its ability to adapt to the environment; but this law does of course not function for a prebiotic fluid, and the law can not explain why one of of the enantiomers dominates in the evolution if there, at the origin, were a racemic mixtures of chiral pairs.
Historically there are two kind of explanations of the origin of homochirality. One is that there was a dominance already at the origin of life due to the parity-violating forces [34] . The other explanation is originally formulated by Frank [35] and explains the break of symmetry by autocatalsysis during the synthesis, either e.g. due to enantiomeric autocatalysis during the biosynthesis [31, 32, 36] , or due to crystallisation [37] or other autocatalysing mechanism. But as pointed out in the introduction it is not sufficient to explain the origin of chirality, it is even more necessary to explain the preservation of homochirality over long time in a prebiotic fluid at the beginning of the evolution. The principle-or the law which ensures such a break of symmetry and the preservation of chirality is here explained as selfstabilizing chance. It is fundamentally different from the evolutionary principle of survival of the fittest in that the growth of a new species is selfstabilyzing, and the survival of the species does not depend on its ability to adapt to an "unfriendly" environment which were there at the time of the creation and where the species must "fight" and fit in in order to survive. The origin of chirality in a prebiotic fluid is obtained by selfstabelizing homochiral domains accordingly to this mechanism. But the selfstabelizing change acts in all the selective steps in the evolution; e.g. at the autochatalytic biosynthesis (the Frankmodels). The two laws are complementary as is the two laws of thermodynamics.
The selfstabilizing effect which ensures the preservation of homochirality is an energy effect caused by the chiral discrimination and established by the isomerization kinetics. It is autocatalytic as in the Frank model; but it is the homochiral domains which enhances the homochirality. The chance is an entropy effect and plays a role in the spontaneous formation of local domains and the growth of these, and the entropy plays a role at the decisive event when a domain (in a confined geometry) encapsulates other domains of the opposite chirality. There is a qualitative difference between the Frank models for homochirality and the present model in that the Frank autocatalytic models explain the break of symmetry as taking place "on the fly" of the biosynthesis with a complex autocatalytic kinetics of biomolecules, whereas the present explanation is that the homochirality came first and the self-assembling took place in a chiral ordered fluid.
